Polymers
Manuchar is an international trade service provider
to the industry. We bring value to your chain.

Our worldwide presence and vast experience in the
polymer industry give us the ability to locate the right
source and to optimize your requirements in terms of
specifications, quality, logistics and costs.
Dedicated (global) suppliers in:

Long-term partnerships with suppliers combined with our
experienced sales and logistics team drive our ambition of
being an important and reliable stakeholder with the
highest focus on customer satisfaction.

Middle East - Asia North America - Europe

Environmental impact of our business
One of our missions is to minimize the environmental impact of the
consumption of plastics. Besides continuously looking for reprocessed and
recycled plastics, we have also joined the River Clean-up initiatives since
2021, as part of our ‘We Care Program’.

Polymers products
Please find below a selection of products we offer. This list is non-exhaustive.
If the product you are looking for is not included, please contact us.

POLYETHYLENE
HDPE - (L)LDPE

PVC
Resin and compound

SPECIALITY POLYMERS

Used in bottles, flexible packaging,
pipe, caps,…

Used for pipes, fittings and profiles,
ready-to-use compounds for various
applications

Used in beverage industry, flexible
packaging,… such as lining compounds
and barrier materials

POLYPROPYLENE
PP homo, copo (random)

MASTERBATCHES
Color, additive, filler

REPROCESSED AND
RECYCLED PLASTICS

Used in household items, textiles (raffia),
automotive, film, pipe,…

Used to add color, enhance mechanical
properties and/or lower costs

Used in various applications like blow
moulding, injection, raffia, extrusion

ENGINEERING PLASTICS
PS, PC, PA, EPS, ABS, …

PET/ R-PET
Resin, film, sheet, flakes, pellets

Used in automotive, food industry

Used in bottles, textile, consumer
goods,…
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